Kansomes

7'2" CUT MOTOR TRIPLE
- the NEW machine with
LARGE MOWER CAPACITY and
SMALL MOWER MANOEUVRABILITY

The Motor Triple has a very high maximum cutting performance of 4 acres per hour and a remarkably tight turning circle. These facts make this machine outstandingly versatile for small parks or golf courses, sports-grounds and motorway grass areas.

LOOK AT THIS EXCELLENT SPECIFICATION

ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
Powerful 4-stroke engine. Forward and reverse gears and differential are totally enclosed in oilbath gearbox.

CUTTING UNITS
The three 30" power driven cutting units can be lifted independently from operator's seat.
Robust 5-knife cutting cylinders running in ball bearings. All units spring-loaded to allow following of natural undulations.

OPERATION
Simple car type steering, acceleration and braking. (Twin brake feature for perfect control on banks).
Variable speed drive operated by single lever control.
All controls situated within easy reach of operator.

PERFORMANCE
Petrol consumption 8 acres per gallon. Cutting speed infinitely variable from 2\frac{1}{2} to 6 m.p.h. Top transporting speed 8 m.p.h.
Transporting width (wing units folded up) 3 ft. 9 ins.

For further details contact your distributor or
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